August 7, 2014

We are excited to announce the launch of Campbell, Guin, Williams, Guy & Gidiere,
LLC. Campbell Guin is a boutique law firm with offices in Birmingham, Hoover, and
Tuscaloosa.
The attorneys of Campbell Guin provide professional representation in the areas of
business, shareholder, and corporate litigation; business and corporate law; partnership
and limited liability companies; corporate and municipal bankruptcy; business workouts
and restructuring; labor and employment; municipal law; individual income tax; state and
local tax; tax exempt organizations; and trusts and estates. The following attorneys
have come together to create this talented and versatile new team:
Andy Campbell
Jay F. Guin
Bert M. Guy
Justin G. Williams
Caroline Gidiere

Robert L. Shields, III
Jay Smith
Hannah B. Lansdon
Stephen D. Wadsworth
Jonathan D. Guin

Todd Campbell
Cason M. Kirby
John Guin
J. Harris Hagood
Yawanna McDonald

Years ago, Andy Campbell and Jay Guin were classmates at The University of Alabama
School of Law, and both finished near the top of their class. Andy Campbell built a
premier business, shareholder, and corporate litigation practice in Birmingham,
representing both plaintiffs and defendants across the Southeast. Jay Guin remained in
Tuscaloosa, where he established a corporate tax, merger and acquisition, and bond
and finance practice as a part of Tanner & Guin, LLC.
Bert M. Guy has been practicing law for over 25 years and has developed very
respected practices in the areas of outside general counsel, mergers and acquisitions,
and labor and employment law. Justin G. Williams represents both debtors and
creditors in complex bankruptcy, business restructuring, and financial workouts, and
Caroline Gidiere has also practiced for many years in the area of complex business
litigation, involving trials, arbitrations, and appellate work.
Campbell Guin is building a strong regional specialty practice throughout Alabama and
Eastern Mississippi. By having offices in Birmingham, Hoover, and Tuscaloosa, the firm
provides convenient access to a broad range of clients. Campbell Guin offers
unsurpassed efficiency and expertise in the specialized representation it provides.
Andy Campbell, Jay Guin, and their partners have been providing sound, aggressive,
and innovative legal services to clients for many years. Now they intend to expand their
boutique services to the Southeast region by crafting sensible solutions for businesses
and individuals.
Clients will realize an even greater benefit from the merging of Andy Campbell and
Caroline Gidiere’s business litigation practice group with the historical practices of Jay
Guin, Bert Guy, and Justin Williams. We are looking forward to the future of Campbell
Guin and hope you will share in our enthusiasm.
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